Transition systems over first-order models, first-order theories, and families of first-order models are constructed and examined in relation to dynamic semantics (more specifically, DPL, DRT and Update logic). Going the other direction, first-order models are extracted from transition systems, bringing full circle the connection between static and dynamic notions. Only states computationally accessible from an initial state (with minimal information content) are considered, motivating the introduction of an internal notion of proposition on which the concept of an update is analyzed.
As described in van Benthem [4] , there is a growing interest in developing a certain broad conception of logic as the processing of information. A particularly important theme to emerge in work on natural language semantics loosely labelled "dynamic semantics" (important examples of which include Kamp I13], Helm [12] , Groenendijk and Stokhof [9] , and Veltman [20] ) is to locate the essence of a proposition in the set of transitions between states (or contexts) that it induces. The present paper analyzes a link uncovered in Groenendijk and Stokhof [9] between these sets of transitions and programs in dynamic logic (see, for example, Harel [11] ). The key notion studied is that of a "transition system", the basic thesis being that a good deal of what makes dynamic semantics "dynamic" are constructions that can be fruitfully understood against a background of "static" notions from first-order logic.
Identifying the set of transitions effected by a proposition with a program, a transition system is defined, relative to a collection /-/of programs, to be a triple <S, {-5*}~e~, s0/consisting of a non-empty set S of states, a family of binary relations ~. C S x S on the states (meant as the interpretation of ~r), and an initial state so 9 S. The "dynamic" shift in perspective on propositions is analyzed below in terms of transition systems built from first-order models, families of first-order models, and first-order theories, in accordance with dynamic logic. In each case, an initial state so with minimal information content is isolated, and the states considered are restricted to those accessible from so by a finite sequence of programs. This simple move is shown to have rather far reaching consequences. 
